Interactions between coilin and PIASy partially link Cajal bodies to PML bodies.
The eukaryotic nucleus contains a variety of dynamic structures, yet studies into the functional relationship of one type of subnuclear domain to another have been limited. For example, PML bodies and Cajal bodies associate, but the functional consequence of this association and the mediating factors are unknown. Here we report that an associated PML body/Cajal body can co-localize to an snRNA gene locus, with the Cajal body invariably situated between the PML body and the snRNA locus. Binding studies demonstrate that coilin (a Cajal body protein) directly interacts with PIASy (a PML body protein). Cell biological experiments using coilin and PIASy knockout cell lines demonstrate that interactions between coilin and PIASy account in part for the observed association of Cajal bodies with PML bodies. When the PIASy interaction region on coilin is deleted, the frequency of the association between Cajal bodies and PML bodies is reduced. These studies provide another example of coilin's role in the functional organization of the nucleus.